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ABSTRACT

This project is a descriptive research, its objectives are to study newspaper
acceptant of consumer. factors affecting the decision making of buying newspaper,
newspaper business and gro\\th of newspaper business by using questionnaires as an
instrument for collecting data from sample; 200 people who buy the newspaper in
Bangkok and 50 staffs of newspaper business in Bangkok. Program SPSS.PC+ is used
to analyze questionnaire. Statistic value for analyzing are distribution. percentage,
mean, standard deviation, chi-square, t-test and F-test at 0.5 level of significance.
From studying this project, it can be concluded that newspaper is an important
media in presenting data and news which are essential for human life, because it can
completely pro\ide information and people can trail the useful or interesting
information In addition. newspaper is cheap media and distributed in many places, easy
to buy.

~ewspaper

can be divided in 2 types: Popular Newspaper and Quality

Newspaper Popular Newspaper as a newspaper, which presents interesting news. It
does not emphasize on hard news such as Thairat, Daily news. Quality Newspapers as a
newspaper

\.\fo~h

Phuchatkarn Due

specifies side by side and is a hard news such as Tharnsettakit and
tu

large market with many competitors, turning the business heavy

competition m order to meet the market share. Newspaper producers have to develop
and improve marketing strategy: price, place, product and promotion in order to make
target market interested for example: increase distribution channels, fast transportation,
presentation of updated news, accurate and correct sources of news. interesting pattern
and add more interesting column by studying from physical data, gender, age,
occup,at1'.1n and level of education and consumer behavior, place of buying. columns of

interest other rNted to tmprove marketing strategy to serve target market· s need.
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I.

1.1

I~TRODUCTION

Background of the Study

Ne\l,:spaper is a popular media that presents ne\l..·s and other information to the
public. Being in the Information Technology Era, information is important to the
people's life. Therefore, newspaper business blooms rapidly
sellers

tr)"

~ewspaper

producers and

to compete each other in order to gain more market share. Meanwhile, many

competitors in this business offer different ways to present news for increasing sales.
Besides,

many businesses report the information

by using Information

Technology, Computer Technology and Telecommunication Technology in producing,
distributing and giving information services through television and pager, electronic
services, internet and online senices
Therefore, has been conducted to study "The Factors Affecting the Gro\\th of
Newspaper Business" the newspaper buyer's behavior, the factors affecting the
selection of buying newspaper, newspaper administration and factors affecting the
growth of newspaper business by educating from newspaper's organization, consumers
and other related factors.
1.2

Objecth·es of the Stttd~-

( l)

To study the consumer's behavior in buying newspapers.

(2)

To study the factors affecting the selection of consumer's newspapers.

(3)

To study the newspaper administration process operating this business at
present.

(4)
1.3

To study the factors affecting the growth of newspaper business.

Importance of the

Stud~-

ln the Information

Tcchno~

Era., news and information arc important to the

human's life. People are interested m rece1vmg all parts of the information The

progress of information technology, telecommunication technology and computer
technology make the information service businesses grow rapidly.
From the above mentioned, it affects the information services business especially
the newspaper business because of new competitors both from newspaper business and
from other information services business. Therefore, this study will present the factors
affecting the gro\l,th of newspaper business, newspaper administrator and present
operation process Besides this, it will identify the behavior of buying newspaper and
the factors affecting the newspaper selection in order to be useful for ne·wspaper
business in producing, pricing, placing and promotion (4 P).
1.4

Statement of the Problems

Research has been conducted by studying the data from newspaper buyers and
newspaper entrepreneurs, under the statements of the problems as follows:
( 1)

The research questions for newspaper buyers.
(a)

How do the personal data affect the newspaper purchase"

(b)

\\'hat are the factors that affect the selection of newspaper m
consumers?

(2)

1.5

The research questions for newspaper entrepreneurs.
(a)

What are the strategies in newspaper administration?

(b)

What are the factors that affect the growth of newspaper business"

The Hypotheses of the Study

(1)

Newspaper is useful to the consumers who earn higher education than lower
education.

(2)

Income is the factor that affects the selection of newspaper

(3)

Consumers, ·with different ages and education, have different bchavion in
buying newspaper.
2

(4)

The amount of purchased newspaper is the factor that affects the grov.th of
newspaper business.

(5)

The market competitors of nev.·spaper business are the factors that affect the
newspaper pnce.

(6)

The administration and personnel producing newspaper are the factors that
affect the grov.th of newspaper business.

1.6

Research Methodology
This study emphasizes the Marketing Mix (4 P). It will be presented in descriptive

analysis by using the questionnaire and interview.
SPSS/PC for window 98 has been used in analysis and statistic value is presented
as follows:
(I)

Percentage - to analyze the qualities of population, consumer's beha\ior of
buying newspaper.

(2)

Mean and Standard Deviation -

to analyze and describe consumer's

behavior of buying nev.·spaper and the factors affecting consumer's decision
in buying newspaper.
(3)

Hypothesis and StaUStics Test - 0.05 level of significant by using t-test and
One-way A.'0\'A

1. 7

Source of Data
(l)

Primary data - collected from 200 buyers (Bangkok) and 50 newspaper
entrepreneurs by using questionnaire and interview.

(2)

Secondary data - collected from articles, related books, textbooks, related
researches from libraries.

3

1.8

Scope of the Study

(1)

To sample 200 newspaper's buyers in Bangkok to answer the questionnaire
with brief interviews.

(2)

To sample 50 newspaper entrepreneurs m Bangkok to answer the
questionnaire with brief interviews

1.9

Limitations

(1)

Only samples in Bangkok have been investigated.

(2)

Only newspaper sources of information have been studied. While other
sources such as internet, and pager have not been investigated.

(3)

Other administrative positions have not been investigated.

1.10 Definitions of Terms

(I)

Buyers - the people who buy newspapers in Bangkok.

(2)

Newspaper - printed publication that collects and presents news, comment,
entertainment and interesting events_

(3)

Newspaper entrepreneur - a person or group of persons who involve in
newspaper business.

(4)

Factors affecting the selection of newspaper - the factors \\Web affect the
seiection of newspaper buying.. economic, social, education, culture,
attitude, value, the methods used in competition, and market condition.

(5)

Factors affected the newspaper gro\\th- the factors which affect the growth
of newspaper, in areas of vision, policy, personnel skill and marketing mix.

4

Il.

LITERATURE REVIE\V

Conceptual Framework, Theory and Review of Literature
This chapter will discuss about conceptual framework, theory and related
literature of this study. It was presented into 3 parts as follows:
( 1)

Information \\1tich Related to the Study.
Part 1. Conceptual Framework and Theory Related to Newspaper and
Newspaper Business.
(a)

Definition and Newspaper Attributes

(b)

Newspaper Business

Part 2: Conceptual Framework and Theory Related to This Study.
(a)

Consumer Behavior Theory

(b)

Psychological Factors of Consumers Buying Behavior

(c)

Decision Making of Buying Theories
( 1)

Decision Making Process

(2)

Psychological Theory Related to the Consumer's Decision
Making

(d)

Coocept'..;al a.nC Theory Related to the Factors Affecting the

Gro~~

Newspaper Business.
( 1)

Analysis of Company's Marketing Environment

(2)

Marketing Mix

(e)

Concept of Information Acceptance and Information Seeking

(t)

Theory of Statistics

5

of

(2)

Review of Literature

(3)

Factors Influencing This Study

Information \Vhich Related the Study
PART I:

Conceptual Framework and Theory Related to Newspaper and Newspaper

Business
Meaning and Newspaper Attributes
Meaning of Newspaper
Experts in communication defined the word "Newspapers" as follows:
Cater V. Good (Good 1956: 637) stated that "Newspaper is the printed publication
which has been issued in continuous period as the setting schedule. It consists of many
large papers with many folders, which presents news and interesting articles."
Sukanya T eeravanich (2520) described that "I"ewspaper as a book that informs news
not only national newspaper but also local newspaper or small handmade newspapers. It
may be sold in daily, weekly or monthly. It is composed of printed letters, ink and
papers."
Porama Sathawaetin (2529) defined newspaper that "It is the printed publication which
gathers news, comments and enter..ainment by printing on cheap paper. It can be sold in
daiiy, weekly of monthly.In English, "Newspaper" comes from ·'News" and "Paper" which mean paper for
reporting news. In Thai, it is called "'!\hung Sue Khaw" in the past, which means a book
for presenting news. (m~ 2537: 2)

It is concluded that

~~cwspapcr~

is the printed newspaper, with the purposes to

collect and presents news.. comments and entertainment including comments for
incoming and interesting e-."CnU It may be distributed in daily, weekly, fortnightJ)· or
monthly and presented in big papers or brochures.
6

Newspaper Attributes
Darunee Hiranvale (2529: 2) stated that most of newspaper forms have a standard size.

It means that lots of cheap papers are arranged in succession and do not bind like a
book. There are 2 sizes of paper: Full size

~ev. spaper

(I 5" x 22") and Tabloid {l l" x

3 3").
Types of Newspaper
Peera Chirasophon (2528: 191-192) divided newspaper into 2 types by ways of
presentation.
Quality Newspaper
It does not mean the good quality newspaper but it means that its contents
emphasize on Hard News, e.g.: Economics, Politics, Social, Education which aim
at responding knowledge, comments and give customers Delayed Reward. It
offers readers knowledge, understandings and usefulness for other objectives such
as information for making decision, criticizing and giving comments. The style is
rather serious than Quantities Emphasized };ewspapers. Its contents emphasize on
facts, and rationalized idea and not by literary style. Therefore, total sales are not
lucrative.
Popular };ewspaper or Quantity ~~spapcr
It is a newspaper, which is popular and widespread. Total sales are rather

high. Its strength emphasizes on sensational contents such as crime, disaster, sex,
personal, controversy as well as seriousness. It presents news which draws
everyone interest (Human Interest) Sometimes it is called Soft News. Experts
have arranged this news as Immediate Rewards. Newspaper banner is presented in
big alphabets puts together v.ith ptetl.ITes and colorful and imaginative writing
style.

7

Malee Boonsariphan (2537: 2-4) divided newspaper into 2 types by attribute and style
of news presentation.
Popular Nev.1spaper
It is newspaper, which emphasizes on sensational events such as accident,

crime, amusement, and soft news_ It is popular for ordinary people. Everyone
understands after reading without thinking again. Newspaper banner is colorful.
big alphabets in order to attract readers. Therefore, this type of newspaper
emphasizes on sales quantity.
Quality Newspaper
It is newspaper, which presents hard news such as politics, economics and

foreign news_ It analyzes the situations or events as well. Readers are groups of
people who are interested in political movement Therefore, total sales are less
than Popular Newspapers. Style of presentations is plain and uncolorful like
Popular Newspapers_
Boonlert Supadilok (2527: 83) divided daily newspaper into 3 types as follows:
Quality Newspaper or Hard News
This type of newspaper emphasizes on politics, economics, social and other
probiems. Most contents consist of hard news and articles which readers get
Delayed Reward such as Siamrat, Matichon and Matuphum.
Popular Newspaper
This type of newspaper emphasizes on sensitive, exciting news. Its contents
consist of Soft News or Immediate Reward News such as amusement, social and
crime. Everybody can read. Total sales are high such as Thairat,

8

Daily!'~~

etc

Semi-quality & Semi-popular Newspaper
It mixes up between Quality Newspaper and Popular Newspaper such as
Baan Muang and Naew I"ar, etc.
Therefore, types of newspaper can be soned out many ways such as by contents
and by presentation style. However, every newspaper has a unique objective to present
fact to people.
Newspaper Business
Marketing Strategy and Newspaper Business
Nowadays, there are many ne'"·spapers selling at bookstores and bookshops
Consumers gain more opportunities to select because there are many types of
competition m order to attract their customers and earn a high volume of sales.
Newspaper business can survive and make profit based on administrative process both
art

fully and scientifically.
Newspaper business as an organization \vhich mam objective is to max1m1ze

profit. Newspaper management has to use a lot of funds because of high cost in
investment such as printing machines. vehicles, establishments, employees and raw
materials. etc. Therefore, this business depends on systematic management in order

to

meet the objective.
Newspaper business as the organization or private institution which is tightly
related with the public. All this, because of the newspaper organization being a
newspaper's producer and newspaper being a social product, therefore, the organization
can survive by social support At the same time, newspaper, a leader of social change,
has given benefit. guidance a.nd public opinion initiating public consideration and
problem solving By through these

r~ns.

feeling or emotion
9

nev.·spapcr extremely influences public's

However, it is accepted that the objective of all activities or organizations always
emphasizes on consumers or customer's need. ~1arketing will link the efficient use of
rav• materials to meet the customer's need
Besides, marketing activities have been changed with the environment, condition
and limitation. Marketing success or failure depends on economics, legality, culture,
social, technique, innovation and institution ;:-attern
Marketing Association of U.S.A defined --~iarketing" as the operation of business
activities, which flows goods and services from producers to consumers.
Professor Philip Kotler defines, Marketing is a social and managerial process by which
individuals and groups obtain what they need and want through creating, offering, and
exchanging products of value with others.
The definition shows that every organization accommodates many functions.
They have to search where the buyers exist. who need the products, what they need and
\vhat the customer's taste are. Then, they haw to design their products and to attract
their customers to be interested in their products including price setting and distribution.
Marketing Attributes

(I)

Buildim! customer satisfaction which is the basic of business lovaltv and
-

J

J

supporting.
(2)

Making profit with all groups of customer - it means to respond to
customer's satisfaction and customers are willing to pay for their needs.

(3)

Making market profit - ability to make profit from selling products and
services and to win the competitors by higher efficiency of marketing
activities with lower cost comparing to the competitors.

( 4)

Establishing customers or

~cu

'1.idely and rapidly.

JO

- try to sell and expand market to be

MS (CEM>
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Marketing Management is the process of planning and execution of the concept,
pricing, promotion, and distribution of goods, services, and ideas to create exchanges
with target groups that satisfies customer and organizational objectives. Marketing
management is essentially demand management. Its task is to influence the level,
timing, and composition of demands.
\1arketing Mix is the set of marketing tools that the firm uses to pursue its marketing
objectives in the target market.
( 1)

Product is anything that can be offered to a market to satisfy a want or need.
Products that are marketed include physical goods, services, persons, places,
organizations and ideas. It is the most basic marketing mix tool. Product
strategy of newspaper business includes decision making, newspaper
preparation, alignment and content development to suit target readers.

(2)

Price is a critical marketing mix tool. The amount of money that customers
pay for the product. Its price should be commensurate with the offered
perceived value. If it is not, buyers will tum to competitor's product. There
is no problem in price setting of newspaper business but it must be set \\'ith
suitable price_

(3)

Place includes the various acti\ities the company undertakes to make the
product accessible and available to target customers. Newspaper Business
has distribution both being placed at stalls and home delivery.

(4)

Promotion

includes

all

the

activities

the

company

undertakes

to

communicate and promote its products to the target market. It has to set up
communication and promotion programs containing of advertising. sales
promotion, public relations, and online marketing.

II
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Three Intensive Growth Strategies
(1)

Market Penetration Strategy
The company first considers whether it could gain more market share
with its current products in their current markets.

(2)

Market-development Strategy

It considers whether it can find or develop new markets for its current
products.
(3)

Product-development Strategy

It considers whether it can develop new products of potential interest
to it current markets. By diversified strategy,

it will also review

opportunities to develop new products for new markets.
Newspaper Business Expansion
(1)

Market Penetration Strategy is the way of expansion to the readers group by
opening bookstores, for example ~fatichon Group distributes many types of
newspaper in order to penetrate the reader market, Krungthep Durakij
distributes weekly newspaper, Than Settakit, Young Executive, and etc.

(2)

Diversified Grev.th Some editions of newspapers diversify to run property
business or to support sport compditlons

(3)

Price Strategy Newspaper business has less price competition than the other
products. However, price strategy is applied to increase income and
avoidance of competitors, for example: Than Settakit Newspaper adjusted
the price of ~aew Settakit 'SC'\\·spaper from 6 Bahts to 8 Bahts. Then, the
company has been faced w1th high cost of paper, therefore, it changed price
to 10 Baht for competitor's a,·oi.dancc such as Prachachat Dhurakit.
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(4)

Distribution or Place Strategy Newspaper distribution has time limitation,
therefore, it must be efficiently and effectively distributed with 2 methods:
distribution by itself and appointing independent distributors.

(5)

Promotion Strategy It divides mto sales promotion for customers and
agents' arousal. However, gro"'th of business in other sectors such as
industry, agriculture, import. fir.a:ice. banking, marketing and advance
technology, make newspaper business adjust themselves for changing
situations including report concentrated news. c~n~tii 2543: 92-96)

PART 2:

Conceptual Framework and Related Theory

Consumer Behavior Theories
A ~1odel of Consumer Behavior (Kotler 1997)
Managers have had to rely on the 7 O's Framework for consumer research to answer the
following key questions in any markets:
\Vho constitutes the market? Occupants
What does the market buy? Objects
\Vhy does the market buy? Objectives
\\'he participates in the buying? Organizations

How does the market buy? Operations
When does the market buy? Occasions
\\'here does the market buy? Outlets
(I)

Who constitutes the market?
\Vho is a target market? It is the question to know the occupants such
as businessmen, government officers. tourists and foreigners. etc. (mnlw
2541 :82).

13

(2)

What does the market buy?
Matters which

the

consumer

wants

from

components which are differential from the competitors
(3)

products.
(ITT1'l'Hll

Product

2541: 81)

\Vhy does the market buy?
Objectives of buying: customers buy products so as to meet their
needs.
Major Factors Influencing Buying Behavior
(a)

Cultural Factors
Cultural factors exert the broadest and deepest influence on
consumer behavior. Culture as a behavior and things which are built
build from learning each other's and sharing within group. Leaming
from generation to generation, which may have social institutes such
as temple, school in order to sustain the culture indefinitely, which is
called core culture.

(b)

Social Factors
A consumer's behavior is influenced by such social factors as
!"eference grnups, family, and roles and statuses.

(c)

Personal Factors
A

buyer's

decisions

are

also

influenced

by

personal

characteristics. These include the buyer's age and stage in the life
cycle, occupation, economic circumstances, lifestyle, and personality
and self-concept.
(d)

Psychological Factors
Four major psychological factors:

motivation, perccptJon,

learning, and beliefs and attitudes influence a person· s buying choices
14
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These

factors

influence

consumer's

behavior

and

consumers

decision's making, which help a marketer develop proposals to meet
consumer's needs.
(4)

Who participates in the buying?
Participants in the Business Buying Process - The buying center
includes all members of the organization who play any of seven roles in the
purchase decision process.
(a)

Initiators: Those who request that something be purchased. They must
be users or others in the organization.

(b)

User: Those who will use the product or services. In many cases, the
users initiate the buying proposal and help define the product
requirements.

( c)

lnfluents: People who influence the buying decision. They often help
define specifications and also provide information for evaluating
alternatives. Technical personals are particularly important influences.

(d)

Deciders: People who decide on product requirements and/or on
suppliers.

(e)

Approvers: People who aut..'"ionze the proposed actions of deciders or
buyer.

(f)

Buyer: People who have formal authority to select the supplier and
arrange the purchase terms.

Buyers may help shape product

specifications, but they play their major role in selecting venders and
negotiating ln more complex purchase, the buyer might include highlevel managers particip.111ng in the negotiations

15

(g)

Gatekeepers: People who have the power to prevent seller or
information from reaching member of the buying center. For example,
purchasing agents, receptionists. and telephone operators may prevent
salespersons from contacting user or deciders.

(5)

When does the consumer buy?
There are four types of bu yin£ beha\ior
(a)

Consumers engage in complex buying behavior. \\'hen they are highly
involved in a purchase and aware of significant differences among
brands. This is usually the case when the product is expensive, bought
infrequently, risky, and highly self-expressive. Typically the consumer
does not know much about the product category and has much to
learn.

(b)

Dissonance-reducing Buyer Beha,;or. Sometimes the consumer is
highly involved in a purchase but sees little difference in the brands.
The high involvement is based on the fact that the purchase is
expensive, infrequent, and risky. In this case, the buyer will shop
around to learn what is available but will buy fairly quickly, perhaps
responding primarily to a good price or to purchase convenience. The
consumer first acted, the acquired new beliefs, the ended up with a set
of attitudes. Thus, marketing communication should aim at supplying
beliefs and evaluations that help the consumer feel good about his or
her brand choice.

(c)

Habitual Buying Behavior Many products are bought under condition
of low consumer involvement and the absence of significant brand
differences. They go to the store and reach for the brand. If they keep

16

reaching for the same brand, it is out of habit, not strong brand loyalty.
Ad repetition creates brand familiarity rather than brand conviction.
With low-involvement products, consumer behavior does not pass
through the normal belie£'attitude/behavior sequence. Thus for lowinvolvement products the buying process begins with brand beliefs
formed by passive learning and is followed by purchase behavior.
which may be followed by evaluation. Marketers use four techniques
to try to convert low-involvement product into on of higher
involvement. First, they can link the product to some involving issue.
Second, they can link the product to some involving personal
situation. Third, they might design their advertising to trigger strong
emotions related to personal values or ego defense. Fourth, they might
add an important product feature to a low-involvement product.
(d)

Variety-seeking Buying Behavior.

Some buying situations are

characterized by low consumer involvement but significant brand
difference. Here consumers often do a lot of brand switching by next
time, the consumer may reach for another brand out of boredom or
wish for a different taste.
(6)

Where does the consumer buy?
Outlets are the places where consumers buy products such as
department store, supermarket, grocery store and retail store, etc.
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(7)

How does the consumer buy?
(a)

Model of Consumer Buying Behavior

Stimulus

Black box

Response

1

, r

, r

Marketing Mix and

--+

Personal Decision
Making

Other Stimulus

~

r

Consumers buy/ not buy
goods or services.

Source: Piboon Teepapal "New Era for ~tarketing Administration in 21st Century."

Figure 2.1.

Model of Consumer Buying Behavior.

Consumer buying beha\ior needs stimulus such as marketing mix and
other stimulus: friends, reference. leaders. Study of consumer buying
behavior model must have buying beha\ior which is called stimulus
response.
Therefore, marketers have to know that each consumer has a black
box in his/her soul \\thich marketer must try to predict how consumers feel,
how buying behavior and response are. Marketers have to study how black
box is and how to motivate After using stimulus, they hope that consumers
will buy those products and scr.;ces
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(b)

The Stages of the Buying Decision Process.
Harold J. Leavitt ( 1994) states that before human doing
something, they often have a cause to behave which stimulate wants
and gain similar process of behavior as follows:

(1)

Behavior is caused· It means when human presenting some
behaviors must ha\·e a caus.e. so it is a human want

(2)

Behavior is motivated· \\ nen they want, they wish to meet their
wants and become a motivation for them to present their
behaviors for response of their wants.

Psychological Factors of Consumer Buying Beha\"ior
There are many causes of consumers buying behavior such as experience. It is
difficult to interpret and forecast the consumer's learning process, however, it is the
important key to understand the buying beha\;or. Therefore, psychological theory is
used to explain consumer's behavior.
Psychological Theory
( 1)

Arousal and Response Theory
Learning appears when human or an animal responds the arousal, adds
its strength to the response in the nght way and punishes the \\Tong matters
Consumers may make decisions to buy in a short time, if they get the
arousal.

(2)

Learning Theory

It believes that personnel can apply thinking ability to understand
daily problems either happened events or unseen events. Consumers buy
goods because they perceive learrung
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(3)

Gestalt and Gestalt Psychologist field emphasizes on "all" of products
because consumers previously See overall of products and identify details of
products. \\'hen they are satisfied, they decide to buy.

Decis10n .\taking of BuyingTheories
( 1)

Decision-Making Process means stages of selecting 2 products and over.
Consumer behavior considers the related part with decision process both
mind (thinking) and physical behavior.
The consumer passes through five stages: problem recognition, information
search, and evaluation of alternatives, purchases decision, and post purchase
behavior.
(a)

Problem Recognition
The buying process starts when the buyer recognizes a problem
or need. The buyer senses a difference between his or her actual stage
and a desired stage. The need can be triggered by internal or external
stimuli.
Three-thing considerations for need recognition.
(I)

Keeping data in memory

(2)

Difference of psychological field

(3)

Influencing from environment or sociocultural environment
factors.

(b)

Information Search or Pre-purchase Search
An aroused consumer will be inclined to search for more

information. We can distinguish between two levels of arousal The
milder search state is called heightened attention and the next level is
active information search of key interest to the marketer which arc the
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major information sources to which the consumer will tum to Each
relative influence will have on the subsequent purchase decision.
Consumer information sources fall into four groups:
( 1)

Personal sources: family, friends, neighbors and acquaintances.

(2)

Commercial

sources:

advertising,

salespersons,

dealers,

packaging and displays
(3)

Public source: mass media and consumer-rating organizations.

(4)

Experiential sources: handling, examine and using the product.
The relative amount and influence of these information sources

vary with the product category and the buyer's characteristics.
Generally speaking, the consumers receive most information from
commercial

sources

1.e.

marketer

dominated

sources.

Each

information source performs a different function in influencing the
buying decision.
Information Processing
(I)

Exposure: Consumer recogmzes from arousal by touching
something such as seeing. hearing, smelling and etc.

(2)

Attention: Understandmg ability and attention \\ill occur when
news is important and consumer neglects. Trade motivation
drives to choose the alternatives.

(3)

Acceptance: It presents level of arousal, which influences
personnel, learning and attitude.

(4)

Retention Sending information to memory.
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(c)

Evaluation of Alternative
Buying decision process contains evaluation and selection of
satisfaction in consumer's need The consumer is looking for certain
benefits from the product solution and seeing each product as a bundle
of attributes with various abilities of delivering the benefits source to
satisfy this need. The attributes of :r.terest to buyers vary by product.
The consumer develops a set of brand beliefs where each brand
stands on each attribute. The set of beliefs about a brand makes up the
brand image. The consumer's brand image \\'-ill vary with his or her
experiences as filtered by the effects of selective perception, selective
distortion, and selective retention.

(d)

Purchase Decision
In the evaluation stage, the consumer forms preferences among
the brands in the choice set. The consumer may also form an intention
to buy the most preference brand. However, two factors can intervene
between the purchase intention and the purchase decision. The first
factor is the attributes of others and the second is unanticipated
situational factors. In executing a purchase intention, the consumer
may form five purchase sub decisions: brand decision, vender
decision, quantity decision, timing decision and payment method
decision.

(e)

Post purchase Behavior
After purchasing the product, the consumer will experience
some level of satisfaction or dissat1sfact1on The marketer's job does
not end when the product is bought but continues into the post
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purchase period. Marketers must monitor post purchase satisfaction,
post purchase actions, and post purchase product used and disposal.
AIDA has presented the following conceptual:
1 1)

Attention (A): starts from the consumer knows products and services,
which occurs after consumer intends to receive message.

': l

Interest (I): The consumer has been stimulated until he/she can identify
each product.

(3)

Desire (D):

Interest is stimulated until the consumer desires and

\vishes to be the product owner. Desire normally occurs when the
consumer sees the usefulness of products or can solve the problem of
the given products.
(..;)

Action (A): Buying process will be complete when the consumer buys
products.

(.2 i

Psychological Theory Related the Consumer's Decision Making
Communication Psychology as an internal fact which influences the
human behavior that is aroused by communication factors. This study
mentioned about internal factors influencing buying behavior. Consumer
behavior as a stimulus response beha\ior which brings about response to
receiver/consumer.
A consumer response to marketing tools depends on internal factors of
each person namely motivation, perception, learning and personality. The
consumer may start from decision process when the consumer receives
stimulus. In addition, external factors also influence the decision making
su..::h as culture, social level, reference group and family. (i-rnm 2535 531533)
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such as culture, social level, reference group and family. (~·HHll 2535: 531533)
Concept and Theory Concerning the Factors Affecting the Grev.th of Newspaper
Business
Analysis of Company's Marketing Environment
It is analysis of company's internal and e~"1emal factors, which influence the
marketing administration, for instance: economics situation, consumer index, etc. These
factors may build the marketing opportunity or advantages or disadvantages to the
business, which the company applies to study policy and marketing strategy. Marketing
environment encompasses micro environment and macro environment as follows:
(1)

Micro Environment
Variables which directly influence or affect the process of marketing
activities or closely influence the ability of customer service and marketing
system.

Microenvironment

consists

of a

major variable:

Company

environment, suppliers, middlemen, customer, competitors and public.
(a)

Company Environment
Company means group cf peopie operating business, which
contains marketing, production, finance and human resources. These
duties are under the mission, objective, strategies and policy, which
are set by the company's executive. Marketing activities are also
under these limitations. Marketing strategies have to be approved by
the company executive Consequently, all persons in the company
must

support the efficient

and

effective

marketing activities.

Therefore, these people must bramstorm and give comments to
develop marketing strategies
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(b)

Supplier
Supplier means person or organization who sells products or raw
materials to the company in production process and sell its products or
services to make profit. Supplier normally sells its products to all
producers and distributors. Some suppliers give a chance to the
competitor to gain a monopoly power therefor. it is disadvantage for
the company. Some companies buy products and raw material from
many suppliers in order to reduce risk. ln addition, marketers have to
check and follow up quantity and quality.

( c)

Marketing Intermediary
Person or organization who has a duty to support promotion,
sales and distribute products to buyer. ~tiddleman means person or
organization who seeks customers and sells company products. There
are 2 types of middleman: agent middleman and merchant middleman.

( d)

Customer means buyer or supporter. There is 5 types of market.
(I)

Consumer market means a buyer who has a potential to buy
products for personal or family consumption..

( 2)

Producer market means a buyer who has a potential to buy
products for transformation process and sell them to make profit
or meet other objectives.

(3)

Reseller market means a buyer who has a potential to buy
products for getting profit without transformation.

(4)

Government market means government or state enterprise that
has potential to buy products for pubhc ser.ices or buy for
distributing to people.
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(5)

International market means a buyer who has potential to buy
products for foreign consumption, maybe consumers, producers,
reseller or government.

( e)

Competitor means person or business organization, which competes
with the company and prevents the potential customers to buy
company products This classification makes the marketers know the
level of competitor. The study of competitor strategy is important for
market planning. The company must directly compare product, price,
place and promotion.

tt)

Public mean any groups who have potential to the company process.
Public may give an opportunity or threat to the marketing activities.
There are five types of public: media public, government public, local
public, general public and internal public.

(2)

\facroenvironment
Macroenvironment means variables, which indirectly influence or
affect the procedure of marketers. This environment will drive to
microenvironment to influence or affect the procedure of marketers. Within
t~e

rapidly changing global picture. the firm must monitor six major forces:

demographic,

economic,

natural,

technological,

political/legal,

and

social/cultural forces.
(a)

Demographic Environment
The first macroenvironmental force that marketers monitor is
population because people form markets. Marketers are keenly
interested in the size and grO\i.th rate of population in different cities,
regions, and nations; age distribution and ethnic mix; educational
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levels;

household

patterns;

and

regional

characteristics

and

movements.
(I)

Worldwide Population Grov.th
The world population explosion has been a source of
major concern, for two reasons The first is the fact that the
resources Which are highly needed to support human life (fuel,
foods, and so forth) are limited and likely to run out at some
point. The second cause for concern is that population growth is
highest in countries and communities that can least afford it.
The explosive world population growth has major
implications for business. A gro\\ing population means growing
human needs, but it does not mean growing markers unless these
markets have sufficient purchasing power. If the growing
population presses too hard against the available food supply
and resources, costs will shoot up and profit margins will
decline. Nonetheless, companies that carefully analyze their
markets can find major oppommities

(2)

Population Age Mix
A population can be subdivided into six age groups:
preschool, school-age children, teens, young adults age 25 to 40,
middle-aged adults age 40 to 65. and older adults age 65 and up.
For marketers, this age mix signals the kind of products and
services that v.ill be in high demand. Companies that have
focused on one age group 14111 have to split their marketing
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approaches as the populations of other age groups begin
increasing.
Marketers are increasingly identifying age groups within
age groups as possible target markets. They bear such acronyms
as:
(a)

SKIPPIES: School Kids with Income and Purchasing
Power

(b)

MOBYS: Mother Older, Baby Younger

(c)

OINKS: Double Income, No Kids

(d)

DEWKS: Dual Earners with Kids

(e)

PUPPIES: Poor Urban Professionals

(t)

\VOOFS: Well-off Older Folks

Each group has a known range of product and service needs and
media and retail preferences, which helps marketers fine-tune
their marker offers.
(3)

Ethnic Markets
Each population group has certain specific wants and
buying habits. Several food, clothing, and furniture companies
have directed their products and promotions to one or more of
these groups.

(4)

Household Patterns
The "traditional household" consists of husband, wife, and
children (and sometimes grandparents) Today's households also
include single live-atones, adult In e together of one or both
sexes, single-parent families, childless married couples, and
28

empty nesters. Each group has a distinctive set of needs and
buying habits. Marketers must increasingly consider the special
needs of nontraditional households, since they are now growing
more rapidly than traditional households.
(5)

Geographical Shifts in Population
Population movement also occurs as people migrate from
rural to urban areas, and then to suburban areas. People's
location makes a difference

in their

goods

and-service

preferences.
(6)

Shift From A Mass Market To Micromarkets
These changes is fragmentation of the mass market into
numerous micromarkets differentiated by age, sex, ethnic
background, education, lifestyle, geography, and so on. Each
group has strong preferences and consumer characteristics and is
reached through increasingly targeted communication and
distribution channels. Companies are abandoning the "shotgun
approach" that aimed at a mythical

1b I

Ec-0nomic Environment
The economic change affects demand, supply, purchasing
power, willingness to pay and consumer's consumption. In addition,
competition brings opportunity and threats. There are four pattern of
economic change.
( 1)

Prosperity marketers wish to seek profit because of high
employment rate, high income and high purchasing power.
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When consumers are willing to pay for all products and services,
marketers will launch new products in this stage.
(2)

Recession reduction of disposal income makes lower purchasing
power, less willingness to pay for products and services.
Consumers carefully buy products and services by comparing
price. Marketers must find the \1i.·ay to reduce cost in order to
meet consumer's purchasing power.

(3)

Depression Disposal income is in low level and consumers lack
economic trust. Products for this stage should be necessity
goods such as food, clothes, medicine, etc.

(4)

Recovery

Disposal

income

starts

to

increase

because

employment rates increases. Purchasing power and ·willingness
to pay for product will also increase, therefore luxury goods will
be sold in this stage.
(c)

Natural Environment
Marketers need to be aware of the threats and opportunities
associated with four trends in the natural emironment: the shortage of
raw materials, the increased cost of energy. the increased levels of
pollution, and the changing role of governments.
(1)

Shortage of Raw Materials. The earth's raw materials consist of
the infinite, the finite renewable, and the finite nonrenewable.
Infinite resources, such as air and water, pose no immediate
problem, although some groups see a long run danger.
Environmental groups ha\ c lobbied for a ban on certain
propellants used in aerosol cans because of the potential damage
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they ca cause to the ozone layer. \\'ater shortages and pollution
are already major problems in some parts of the world.
Finite renewable resources, such as forests and food, must
be used wisely. Forestry companies are required to reforest
timberlands in order to protect the soil and to ensure sufficient
wood to meet future demand. Because the amount of arable land
is fixed and urban areas are constantly encroaching on farmland,
food supply can also be a major problem.
Finite nonrenewable resources oil. coal, platinum, zinc,
sih·er will pose a serious problem as their time of depletion
approaches.

Firms

making

products

that

require

these

increasingly scarce minerals face substantial cost increases.
They may not find it easy to pass these cost increases on to
customers. Firms engaged in research and development face an
excellent opportunity to develop new substitute materials.
(2)

Increased Energy Costs. One finite nonrenewable resource, oil,
has created serious problems for the world economy. Which
creates a frantic search for altemati\·c Coal became popular
again, and companies searched for practical means to harness
solar, nuclear, wind, and other forms of energy.

Other firms

looked for ways to make a practical electric automobile, with a
potential prize of billions going to the \\,.inner.
The development of altemati\·e sources of energy and more
efficient ways to use energy and the

~'Cakcning

of the oil cartel

led to a decline in oil prices by 1986 Lower prices had an
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adverse effect on the oil-exploration industry but considerably
improved the income of oil-using industries and consumers.
( 3)

Increased Pollution Levels. Some industrial activity will
inevitably damage the natural environment. Consider the
dangerous mercury levels in the ocean, the quantity of DDT and
other chemical pollutants in the soil and food supply, and the
littering of the environment with nonbiodegradable bottles,
plastics, and other packaging materials.
Consumers are willing to pay higher prices for "green" products.
This willingness creates a marketing opportunity for alert
companies. It creates a large market for pollution-control
solutions, such as scrubbers, recycling centers, and landfill
systems. It leads to a search for alternative ways to produce and
package goods that do not cause environmental damage. Smart
companies, instead of dragging their feet, are initiating
environment-friendly moves to show their concern for the
environment.

( 4)

Changing Role of Governments in Environmental Protection
Governments vary in their concern and efforts to promote a
clean environment. Meanwhile, many poor nations are doing
little about pollution, largely because they lack funds or the
political will. It is in the richer nations' interest to help the
poorer nations control their pollution, but even the richer nations
today lack the necessary funds The major hopes are that
rompanies

around
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the

world

will

accept

more

social

responsibility and that less expensive devices will be invented to
control and reduce pollution
(d)

Technological Environment
One of the most dramatic forces shaping people's lives is
technology.

Every new technology

is a

force

for "creative

destruction."
New technologies that pro\ide superior value in satisfying needs
stimulate

investment

and

economic

activity.

Unfortunately,

technological discoveries do not arise evenly through time - the
railroad industry created a lot of investment, and then investment
petered out until the auto industry emerged. Later, radio created a lot
of investment, which then petered out until television appeared. In the
time between major innovations, the economy can stagnate.
In the meantime, minor innovations fill the gap: freeze-dried
coffee. Hamburger Helper, antiperspirant deodorants, and the like.
Minor innovations involves risk, but critics argue that too much
research effort is going into producing minor improvements rather
than major break'throughs.
New technology creates major long-run consequences that are
not always foreseeable. The contraceptive pill, for example, led to
smaller families, more working v.ives, and larger discretionary
incomes-resulting in higher expenditures on vacation travel, durable
goods, and luxury items
The marketer should watch the follo\o\-ing trends in technology.
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( e)

Political/Legal Environment
Marketing decisions are strongly affected by developments in
the political and legal environment. This environment contains laws,
government agencies, and pressure groups that influence and limit
various organizations and individuals. Sometimes these laws also
create new opportunities for business

For example, mandatory

recycling laws have given the recycling industry a major boost. A
discussion of the main political trends and their implications for
marketing management follows:
(I)

Legislation Regulating Business. Business legislation has three
main purposes to protect companies from unfair competition, to
protect consumers from unfair business practices, and to protect
the interests of society from unbridled business behavior. A
major purpose of business legislation and /or enforcement is to
charge businesses with the social created by their products or
production processes.
A central concern about business legislation is: At what
point do the regulation exceed the benefits" The laws are not
always administered fairly by those responsible for enforcing
them. Regulators and enforcers may be overzealous and
capricious; the agencies are dominated by lawyers and economic
often lack a practical sense of how business and marketing
work.
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(2)

Growth of Special-Interest Groups
An important force affecting business is the consumerist's

movement - an organized movement of citizens and government
to strengthen the rights and powers of buyers in relation to
sellers. Consumerists have advocated and won the right to know
the true interest cost of a loan, the true cost per standard unit of
competing brands (unit pricing), the basic ingredients in a
product, the nutritional quality of food, the freshness of
products, and the true benefits of a product. In response to
consumerism, several companies have established consumeraffairs departments to help formulate policies and respond to
consumers' complaints.
Clearly, new laws and gro\\-1ng numbers of pressure
groups have put more restraints on marketers. Marketers have to
clear their plans with the company's legal, public-relations,
public-affairs, and consumer-affairs departments. Insurance
companies directly or indirectly affect the design of smoke
detectors; scientific groups affect the design of spray products
by condemning aerosols. In essence, many private marketing
transactions have moved into the public domain.
Influence of politic and legal affect the marketing mix as
follows:
(a)

Product:

Some products have to be permitted by

government before producing or importing because the
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government will consider whether the products damage
business, economy and people or not.
(b)

Price: Producer or distributor of some products cannot set
the price by themselves. The government \\ill set the price
for them.

(c)

Place:

Some products are restricted

to places for

distribution by government.
(d)

Promotion. Some promotions must be allowed and framed
by government.

(f)

Social/Cultural Environment
The society in which people grow up shapes their beliefs,
values, and norms. People absorb, almost unconsciously, a world view
that defines their relationship to themselves, to others, to nature, and
to the universe.

(I)

People's views of themselves: People vary in the relative
emphasis they place on self-gratification. "Pleasure seekers"
sought fun, change, and escape. Others sought "self-realization"
and joined therapeutic or religious groups. The marketing
implications of a "me society" were many. People bought
products, brands, and services as a means of self-expression.
Today, in contrast, people are adopting more conservative
behaviors and ambitions. They have "itnessed harder times and
cannot rely on continuous employment and rising real income.
They are more cautious an their spending pattern and more
value-driven in their purchases
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(2)

'

People's views of others: Some observers have pointed to a
from a "me society·· to a ''we society."

counter movement

People are concerned about the homeless, about crime and
victims, and other social problems. They would like to live in a
more humane society. At the same time. people are seeking out
their "own kind" and avoiding strangers People hunger for
serious and long-lasting relationships "ith a few others. These
trends portend a growing market for social-support products and
services that promote direct relations between human beings,
such as health clubs, cruises, and religious activity. They also
suggest a growing market for "social surrogates," things that
allow people who are alone to feel that they are not, such as
television, home video games, and computers.
(3)

People's views of organizations: People vary in their attitudes
toward corporations, government agencies, trade unions, and
other organizations, Most people are \\illing to work for these
organizations, although they may be critical of particular ones.
But there has been an overall decline in organizational loyalty.
The massive wave of company downsizing and delayerings has
bred cynicism and distrust of companies. Many people today see
work not as a source of satisfaction but as a necessary evit to
earn money to enjoy their non work hours.
This

outlook

has

several

marketing

implications.

Companies need to find new ways to 'IAl1n back consumer and
employee confidence. They need to re-.icw their various
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activities to make sure they are good corporate citizens. They
need to review their advertising communications to make sure
their consumer messages are honest. More companies are
turning to social audits and public relations to improve their
image performance with their publics.
1..; I

People's views of society: People vary in their attitudes toward
their society. Some defend it (preservers), some run it (makers),
some take what they can from it (takers), some want to change it
(changers), some are looking for something deeper (seekers) and
some want to leave it (escapers). Often people's consumption
patterns reflect their social attitude. Makers tend to be high
achievers who eat, dress, and live well. Changers usually live
more fiugally, drive smaller cars, wear simpler clothes, and so
on. Escapers and seekers are a major market for movies, music,
surfing, and camping.

(5)

People's views of nature: People vary in their attitude toward
nature. Some feel subjugated by it, others feel harmony with it,
and still others seek mastery over it. A long term trend has been
people's growing mastery over nature through technology. More
recently, however people, have awakened to nature's fragility
and finite supplies. People recognize that nature can be
destroyed by human activities.
People's love of nature 1s leading to more camping,
hilcing, boating, and fishing. Business has responded with hiking
boots, tenting equipment, and other gear for nature enthusiasts.
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(6)

People's views of the umverse: People vary in their beliefs
about the origin of the universe and their place in it. Most
Americans are monotheistic, although their religious conviction
and practice have been waning through the years. Church
attendance has fallen steadily, with the exception of certain
evangelical movements that reach out to bring people back into
organized religion. Some of the religious impulse has been
redirected into an interest in eastern religions, mysticism, the
occult, and the human-potential movement.
As people lose their religious orientation, they seek selffulfillment and immediate gratification. At the same time, every
trend seems to breed a countertrend, as indicated by a worldwide
rise in religious fundamentalism.

Marketing Mix (Kotler 1997)
Marketing mix is the set of marketing tools that the firm uses to pursue its
marketing objectives in the target market. The four P's of the marketing mix are
product, price, place and promotions.
(I)

Product
A Product is anything that can be offered to a market to satisfy a want
or need. Products that are marketing include physical goods, services,
organizations and ideas. Companies must consider the following factors for
setting product strategy.
(a)

Product Differentiation or Competitive Differentiation

(b)

Product Component

( c)

Product Positioning
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(2)

( d)

Product Development

(e)

Product Mix

Price
Price is the only element in the marketing mix that produces revenue,
the other elements produce costs. Price is also one of the most flexible
elements of the marketing mix, in that it can be changed quickly, unlike
product features and channel commitments. The factors for setting price are
perceived value, cost, competition and other factors for setting price.

(3)

Place or Distribution
Channel of distribution performs the work of mo\-ing goods from
producers to consumers. It overcomes the time, place, and possession gaps
that separate goods and services from these who need or want them.

(4)

Promotion
Promotion is the communication during seller and buyer in order to
establish attitude and buying behavior (m11·nu 2539: 70) Communication
tools maybe personal selling or non personal selling or Integrated Marketing
Cc!!lmunicat!cn (IMC) which consider the suit to customers, products and
comj:>etitors by using advertising. Companies must consider several factors
in developing their promotion mix: type of product market in which they are
selling, whether to use a push or pull strategy, how ready consumers are to
make a purchase, the product's stage in the product life cycle, and the
company's market rank.
The promotion tools
(a)

Advertising. Because of the many forms and uses of advertising, it is
difficult to make all embracing generalizations about its distinctive
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qualities as a component of the promotion mix. Yet the following
qualities can be noted: public presentation, pervasiveness, amplified
expressiveness, impersonality.
(b)

Sale Promotion. Although a sales-promotion tool compares contests,
premiums and the highly diverse, they all after three benefits:
cor.-:munication, incentive, and invitation.

(c)

Public Relations and Publicity. The appeal of public relations and
publicity is based on their three distinctive qualities:

high

creditability, ability to catch buyers off guard and dramatization.
(d)

Personal Selling. Personal selling is the most cost-effective tools at
later stages of the buying process particularly in building up buyer's
preference, conviction and action. The reason is that personal selling,
when compared with advertising, has three distinctive benefits:
personal confrontation, cultivation, and response.

(e)

Direct Marketing. Although there are many forms of direct
marketing, direct mail, telemarketing, electronic marketing, and etc.
Thev all share four distinctive characteristics.

Concept of Information Acceptance and Information Seeking
Information Acceptance
Communication factor, which after stated as a success or failure picture of
sending message to the receiver, is a selective process of receiver.
Communicators and specialists have built the open-minded understanding regarding
news in many ways as follows:
Charles K Atkin. l er:;

:os

stated that persons who eager to receive news, will have

wider vision to unders:.and the environment and will be the updated person.
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Lerner, the first person who studied the influence of information acceptance in the
Middle East countries in 1958. He found that after communities have become the city, it
helped to develop the knowledge and education level therefore, mass communication
acceptance was wide spread. In the same way, when the communities had technology
development from industry, social would expand scope of mass media and then they
would help to lift the level of education.
Communication theorist described a selective process as filters of news for human
awareness, which contained 3 succeeding and related processes as follows:
(I)

Selective Exposure or Selective Attention means trend which the receivers
select to be interested or receive news form some sources for applying to
solve the problems or responding their needs. People normally select the
media which present news and comments that agree \\ith their attitudes
because people naturally want to protect, preserve and promote self concept.
Theory of Information Acceptance has been \\idely reached and has
found that the selection of news acceptance has a relation with many related
factors, for example: attitude of receiver. Theory of Cognitive Dissonance
which was presented by Festinger L. A. 1957. He stared that persons who
sought for news in order to support the previous attitude and avoid the news
which conflict with their feeling and thinking. If the news received which is
dissonance and inconsistent with the feeling, understanding or the existing
attitude, it will make their minds imbalance or discontent which is called
"Cognitive Dissonance". Therefore, to avoidance or to reduce of this
situation one must seek or select only news. which is consistent with the
previous thinking. Festinger showed that 1f people hesitated to make
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decision for something, which equally balance, they would seek for the
news \i,·hich matched their performances
However, Theory of News Acceptance Selection, which is consistent
with the attitude must be considered the other factors. Receivers generally
select to receive and take interest in the one which supports the previous
thinking
(2)

Selective Perception and Selective Interpretation After receiving the news
receivers want, they will perceive and interpret the news in different ways in
accordance \\ith their experiences, beliefs,

attitudes, wants, hopes,

motivations or emotions. Messages or news which are inconsistent with
their thinking, attitude and belief, they will be left in their minds. However,
receivers sometimes distort the news in order to agree with their beliefs and
attitudes.
(3)

Selective Retention After people select to perceive the interesting news and
interpret in the same ways of their attitudes and beliefs. Those people
choose and remember only the past of interesting messages which agreed
with their interests, wants, attitudes and etc. In addition, the conflict subjects
which disagree \\ith their thinking, they will be lost from their memories.
Therefore, the selection to remember the received news, will strengthen
their existing belief or attitude and hard to change.
\foreover, Wilber Schramm: 1973 presented the other factors which
influence the selective of news received.
(a)

Experience: the receivers seek for news m different ways as their
npcnences
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(b)

News Assessment: the receivers seek for news in order to serve their
objectives.

(c)

Background: Different background will attract the receivers m
different contests.

(d)

Education and Environment: They affect the selective behavior m
different wavs.

( e)

Ability to Receive News: It is related to physical body and mental of
the receiver, which affect the behavior of receiving news in different
ways

(f)

Personality: It affects a change of attitude, motivation and receiver's
beha\ior.

(g)

Emotion: Emotion may be an obstacle of understanding the meaning
of news

(h)

Attitude: Attitude as a gesture fix1ure of receiving and responding to
the news.

Todd Hunt and Brent D. Ruben: 1993 mentioned the factors influencing the
behavior of communication selection as follows:
(a)

~eeds

All needs, both physical needs and mental needs, as a fixture

of human selection.
(b)

Attitude & Value: Attitude is preference and predisposition to
everything. Value is a basic of a hold, feeling of doing or without
doing something. Environment and human influence the selection of
mass communication, news, interpretation and memory.
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(c)

Goals: Everyone has a goal and setting the goal for his life which
influences the selection of mass communication, news, interpretation
and memory for responding his goal.

(d)

Capability: Human capability influences the selective of news.

( e)

Utility: People are interested in, try to understand and memorize the
news which utilize in order to be useful for many thing

(t)

Communication Style.

(g)

Context: Context is a person, place and time of communication
happening.

(h)

Experience and habit: People will develop their habits of receiving
news from experiences.

Information Seeking
Charles K. Hutkin stated that information selection from mass communication
depends on anticipation of reward value with expenditure and liabilities If reward value
is higher than expenditures, people try to seek for that information. However, if reward
value is less than expenditures, people will ignore that information. In case that message
receive makes a commitment such as dissatisfaction worry and lose of confident. These
make people avoid receiving information (information avoidance)

If cost of

information avoidance is higher than information acceptance, people may accept the
information without willingness (information yielding).
Charles K. Hutkin

showed that information seeking means people want to get

information and entertainment. Information requirement resulted from uncertainly as
follows:
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(I)

Inconsistency between individual knowledge and want to knows the
external environment (Extrinsic uncertainly), the more importance, the
higher desire to have knowledge and more confident.

(2)

Inconsistency between current knowledge and knowledge as required goals
which stopped individual interest (Intrinsic Value).
Entertainment need arose from emotion of happiness which came from

inconsistencv between current status and expected entertainment (Intrinsic
Desire). Hutkin called "Intrinsic Desire" that "Immediate Consummately
Gratification" and .. Extrinsic Uncertainty" called "Instrumental utilities..
Seeking for information or selective of information acceptance as a support
of attitude and current understanding. Not only for having more knowledge to
solve problems but also serving individual interest and entertainment and etc.
People, who seek for, ignore or avoid the information, depend on comparative
results of expenses and reward value

(vh:: 2529).

Internet as an information acceptance in form of active, user is a selector to
find or seek information by themselves, which is different from the other
communication be.:a:..:se receivers cannot avoid receiving them. Therefore, web
users will sel~"t the articles as their satisfaction and receivers intend to seek
information by themselves.
Review of Literature
Report of Office of ~ational Statistics (1989) "Survey of Newspaper Reading in
J 987 .. found that there are 5 content categories in the newspaper as follows news or

feature or

kn''\~ ledge.

vision or opinion, amusement business and advertisement.

Samples favored to read news most of all were calculated in 98.2% and hi.:ed to see
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pictures 86.3%. Newspaper should improve pictures by clearance, colorful and
adding more pictures.
The Research of Thai Farmer Research Co., Ltd. (Executive Abstract 1998)
"Behavior of Reading Magazines of Bangkokian,, TFRC interviewed 459 people: 67%
of sample are single, 33°0 of sample get married. Most of all age 1-35 years who was
around three-fourth of all respondents, 35% of them had 5,000 - 10,000 bahts/month,
29°/o as employee and 22°,o as students.
First of all, Bangkokian liked to read entertainment magazine (20%). The second
was woman/fashion magazine (55%1) Magazine, that sampling group most always buy,
still was the entertainment magazine (17%). Top hit magazine was Dara Papayon (27%
of respondents and 32% comparing with the same type of magazine). During football
season, Bangkokian were interested in Star Soccer (60% comparing with the same type
of magazine). 81% of respondents read magazine at home, time for reading was about
30 minutes to 1 hour.

Source of buying magazine were bookstores/stall (60%) and 28% of respondents
bought magazine at department store. Respondents, who had salary over 10,000 bahts
applied for magazine member Expenses for buying magazine were about 50-100 bahts
per head per month. HoweYer, 52% of Bangkokian bought fewer magazines during

recession and they changed to borrow instead.
38% of respondents gave comment to select the useful magazines in order to help
tension release. This research summarized that selection of magazine was classified by
type of magazine, status, age, incomes, occupation, source of buying and expensed.
They can be used to adjust the marketing strategy for magazine producers. In addition, it
was useful information for imcrcstcd persons to open bookstores or stalls.
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Ampaisri Sopratum (2539). "The Behavior of Receiving Information and Some
Factors Affecting the Internet Acceptance for Computer Users in Bangkok".
Questionnaire is a tool for collecting data from 224 persons. It found that persons
influence more the Internet acceptance than mass media. Economics and social
condition were correlated with the internet acceptance which education was correlated
with internet using for work, income was correlated v.ith internet use in the future,
owner was correlated with the frequency of internet use and work development, internet
attribute correlated with internet acceptance and modern persons were correlated with
internet acceptance.
Factors Influencing This Study
Consumer
(a)

(b)

Independent Variables (x):
(1)

Gender

(2)

Age

(3)

Education

(4)

Occupation

(5)

Income

Dependent Variables (y):
{l)

Buying Newspaper Behavior:
(a)

When do they buy newspaper?

(b)

Where do they buy newspaper?

(c)

How do they buy newspaper?

(d)

How many newspaper do they buy each time"

(e)

How much do they pay for newspaper?

(f)

How often do they buy newspaper?
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(2)

(g)

What is the reason of buying?

(h)

What is the motivation to buy newspaper?

(i)

\\ nich media arouse they to buy?

Factors influencing buying decision:
(a)

Product

(b)

Price

(c)

Place

(d)

Promotion

Entrepreneur
(a)

Independent Variable:
(1)

(b)

Type of newspaper entrepreneur

Dependent variables:
(I)

Marketing Strategy

(2)

Factors influencing the newspaper business
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Conceptual Framework
For the above-mentioned, it can summarize the conceptual frameworks, theories
and related study for research process as follows:

Consumer

,____

Factors affecting the Gro\ltth of
:'\ewspaper Business

Entrepreneur

i

v

General Information
4. Income
l. Gender
5. Occupation
2. Age
3. Level of Education

Type of Newspaper Business
1. Quality Newspaper
2. Popular Newspaper
3. Semi-Quality & Semi-Popular
Newspaper

.

l

,

Factors affecting Newspaper Service
l. Marketing Mix
Product
Price
Place
Promotion
2. Consumer Behavior

Factors affecting Newspaper Business
I .Marketing Environment
2. Marketing Mix Strategy
Product
Price
Place
Promotion

Figure 2 2. Conceptual Framework.
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ill.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research Methodology and Procedure
Methodology
The research "Factors Affected to the Growth of Newspapers Business" is
descriptive research by using primary data that has been conducted in fieldwork. There
are 2 forms of questionnaire: for consumers and for newspaper's staff Accidental
Random Sampling has been used with newspaper's customer while Purposive Random
Sampling has been used with newspaper's staff
In the secondary data, it was collected and analyzed from reliable sources for
example: articles, newspapers, textbooks which related to the newspaper's business
from Library of Assumption University, Thammasat University, Kasetsart University
and University of Thai Chamber Commerce.
Research Population
Population - Consumers in Bangkok and peripheral who used to buy or read
newspapers and newspaper's staff
Research Sample
(1)

200 Consumers who used to buy or read newspapers by Accidental Random
Sampling.

(2)

50 newspaper's staffs were selected by Purposive Random Sampling.

Instruments or Questionnaires Development
(1)

Questionnaire asking for newspaper buying

or reading behavior which

divided into 3 parts as follows:
Part 1 Asking for personal data such as gender, age, education, occupation
and salary by using checklist question.
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Part 2 Asking for newspaper buying or reading behavior by using checklist
and sequential order question.
Part 3 Asking for the factors affecting the consumer's decision making for
buying newspapers by using checklist question.
(2)

Questionnaire for newspaper's staff which divided into 2 parts:
Part l Asking for marketing mix of newspaper business which consists of
Product, Price, Place and Promotion including the factors affecting the
consumers' buying of newspaper by using checklist question.
Part 2 Asking for trend of newspaper business in the future and suggestions
by using open-end question.

Variables
There are 2 factors which affecting the growth of newspaper business: consumers
and entrepreneurs.
Consumers
Independent Variables: personal data such as gender, age, education, occupation
and salary. Independent Variables consist of:

(I)

Consumer's behavior of newspaper buying such as when, where, how they
buy the newspapers. how much they pay for each newspaper, quantity of
each buying, and the result of buying the newspaper.

(2)

The factors affecting the decision making of buying newspapers: marketing
mix - product, price, place, promotion.

Entrepreneurs
Independent Variables newspaper's entrepreneurs in Bangkok and premises who
are the persons or group of persons related to newspaper business such as planning.
design, preparation and business improvement.
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There are 3 types of newspaper business.
(1)

Newspaper business which emphasizes quality. (Quality Newspaper)

(2)

Ne\vspaper business which emphasizes quantity. (Popular Newspaper)

(3)

Newspaper business which emphasizes both quality and quantity. (Semi
Quality and Semi Popular Newspaper)

Dependent variables: Factors effecting the gro\\th of newspaper business.
(1)

Marketing Mix of Newspaper Business: product, price, place and
promotion.

(2)

Factors affecting Newspaper Business: microenvironment, which consists of
company environment, products and raw material, distributors, middlemen,
customer, competitors and public.

Macro Environment consists of population, characteristics, economics, natural,
technology, politics and cultures.
Administrative Procedure of Data Collection
Collecting Data Methods are as follows:
(1)

Using buying or reading behavior questionnaire for 200 consumers m
Bangkok and premises.

(2)

Using newspaper business questionnaire for 50 newspaper's staff

The following procedures will be used after data being collected:
(1)

Questionnaire for consumers related to buying and reading behavior.
(a)

Checking the completeness and relevancy of all questionnaires.

(b)

Encoding and save into diskette.

(c)

Marking for all questionnaires.
Part 1 Personal data marking with in the boxes:
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Part 2 Data of consumer's behavior of buying newspaper marking in
sequential order by weighted score as follows:
I st order weighted score = 5 marks.
2 nd order weighted score = 4 marks.
3 rd order weighted score = 3 marks.
4 th order weighted score = 2 marks.
5 th order weighted score = 1 mares.
Part 3 Data of the factors affecting the decision making of buying
newspapers.
Negative Question

Positive Question
Strongly agree

5

1

Agree

4

2

Neutral

3

3

Disagree

2

4

Strongly disagree

1

5

(d)

Setting the 3 levels for the factors affecting the decision making of
consumers buying.
Range of each level = Maximum value - Minimum value
No. of level
=

5-1
3

Average value between 1.00-2.33 means that factor affecting the
decision making of buying newspapers in lows level
Average value between 2.34-3.66 means that factor affecting the
decision making of buying newspapers in moderate level
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Average value between 3.67-5.00 mean that factor affecting the
decision making of buying newspapers in high level.
(e)

Recording all data in diskette for analyzing and collecting data by
computer: program SPSS for window 98 version 9.0

(2)

Questionnaire for newspaper's staff.
Part 1 Asking for marketing mix strategy of newspaper business by using
check list question and giving marks like Part 3 of questionnaire for
consumers.
Part 2 Asking for trend of newspaper business in the future and suggestion
by using open-end question.

Data Analysis
Statistics is used to analyze the data as follows:

(1)

Questionnaire of consumer related to buying and reading behavior.
Part 1 The data related to personal data were analyzed by frequency and
percentile. It was presented in table.
Part 2 The data related to buying behavior were analyzed by frequency and
percentile. It was presented in table.
Part 3 The data related to factors affected to decision making of buying
behavior were calculated by mean, standard deviation, t-test and analyze
variation with one-way ANOV A.

(2)

Questionnaire for newspaper's staff
Part 1 The data related or marketing mix of newspapers business were
calculated in mean. standard deviation and t-test.
Part 2 The data related to opinion of factors affected the growth of
newspaper business were analyzed by content analyzes.
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Methodological Assumptions
( 1)

Personal Data as a factor affected the buying behavior.

(2)

Personal Data as a factor accepting the decision of buying newspaper.
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IV.

RESULT OF DATA ANALYSIS

Result of Data Analysis
The research of "Factors Affecting the Growth of Newspaper Business" is a
descriptive research which was surveyed in field work in collecting primary data by
using 200 sets of questionnaires with consumers in Bangkok who bought or read
newspapers and 50 set of questionnaires with newspapers entrepreneurs.
The Results of Data Analysis for Consumers in Bangkok Who Bought or Read
Newspapers
Demographic Factors
It is a descriptive analysis by calculating basic statistics from collected data.

General data descriptions of sampling group were calculated in frequency and
percentage which presented in the table.

Table 4.1. Number and Percentage of Samples Distributed by Gender.
Gender

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. Male

97

48.50

2. Female

103

51.50

Total

200

100.00

This table presents that most samples were female which is 51.50% and male of 48.50
%.
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Table 4.2. Number and Percentage of Samples Distributed by Age.

Age

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. less than 21 years

44

22.00

2. 21 - 30 year

50

25.00

3. 31 -40 year

46

23.00

4. 41 - 50 year

35

17.50

5. 51 - 60 year

25

12.50

Total

200

100.00

Table 4.2: Most samples are between 21-30 years of age, which are 25%, between 31-

40 years old, less than 21 years and between 41-50 years or 23%, 22% and 17.500/o
respectively.

Table 4.3. Number and Percentage of Sampling Group Distributed by Occupation.

Occupation

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. Student

47

23.50

2 Government/State Enterprise Officer

49

24.50

3. Private Company Employee

58

29.00

4. Self-employed/Trading/Freelance

32

16.00

5. Other, for example: housewife

14

7.00

200

100.00

Total
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Table 4.3: Most samples are private company employee of 29% and followed by
government/state enterprise officer, student, self-employed/trading/freelance or to
24.5%, 23.5% and 16.00% respectively.

Table 4.4. Number and Percentage of Samples Distributed by Education.
Level of Education

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. Lower than Secondary School

31

15.50

2. Secondary SchooWocational School

38

19.00

3. Diploma/Higher Vocational School

36

18.00

4. Bachelor's Degree

66

33.00

5. Higher than Bachelor's Degree

29

14.50

Total

200

100.00

Table 4.4: Most samples earn Bachelor's Degree, of 33% followed by secondary
school/vocational school, diploma/higher vocational and below secondary school or
19%, 18% and 15.50% respectively.

Table 4.5. Number and Percentage of Samples Distributed by Income.
Number of Sample

Percentage

1. less than/equivalent to 10,000 Bahts

56

28.00

2. 10,001 - 20,000 Bahts

48

24.00

3. 20,001 - 30,000 Bahts

38

19.00

4. 30,001 - 40,000 Bahts

28

14.50

5. 40,001 - 50,000 Bahts

18

9.00

Salary
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Table 4.5. Number and Percentage of Samples Distributed by Income. (Continued)
Salary

Number of Sample

Percentage

11

5.50

200

100.00

6. more than (above)/equivalent to

50,001 Bahts
Total

Table 4.5: Most samples earned below 10,000 Bahts of 28% followed by 10,000 20,000 Bahts, 20,001 - 30,000 and 30,001 - 40,000 Bahts or 24%, 19% and 14.50%
respectively.
Analysis of Samples Behavior for Receiving Newspaper
Frequency and percentage are used in illustration.

Table 4.6. The Sources Where Make the Samples Know the Newspapers.
Media

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. Friend

69

34.50

2. Family/Relative

54

27.00

3. School/Office

43

21.50

4. Public Relation/Advertisement

27

13.50

5. Other Media

7

3.50

200

100.00

Total

Table 4.6: The Samples mostly knew the newspapers from their friends, which is the
highest rank (34.50%) follow by their families/relatives, school/office and public
relation/advertisement or 27%, 21.50% and 13.50% respectively.
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Table 4. 7. Types of Newspaper Which Is Popular for the Samples.
Type of Newspaper

Number of Sample

Percentage

82

41.00

48

24.00

70

35.00

200

100.00

1. Quantity Newspaper (Popular Newspaper)
such as Thairat , Daily News, etc.
2.

Quality Newspaper such as Puchatkarn,

Krungthep Durakij, etc.
3. Semi Popular & Semi Quality Newspaper
such as Matichon, Baan Muang Wikroh, etc.
Total

Table 4.7: It was found out that the most samples selected Popular Newspaper such as
Thairat, Daily News, etc. at 41 %, followed by Semi Popular & Semi Quality
Newspaper such as Matichon, Baan Muang Wikroh or 35% and 24% respectively.

Table 4.8. Places Where the Samples Usually Bought Newspaper.
Place for Buying Newspaper

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. Department Store

24

12.00

2. Book Store

34

17.00

3. Convenience Store

32

16.00

4. Intersection

26

13.00

5. Home Delivery

42

21.00

6. Store nearby

41

20.50

1

0.50

200

100.00

7. Other
Total

61

Table 4.8: Most samples who depended on home delivery service followed by stores
nearby offices, bookstores and convenience store or 20.50%, 17.00% and 16.00%
respectively.

Table 4.9. Places Where the Samples Read the Newspapers.
Place for Reading Newspaper

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. Office

38

19.00

2. School/University

27

13.50

3. Library

24

12.00

4. Home/Resident

69

34.50

5. Private Car

19

9.50

6. Bus

16

8.00

7. Other

7

3.50

200

100.00

Total

Table 4.9: Most samples usually read newspapers at their homes/residents at 34.50%,
followed by

Table 4.10.

1~/o

at their offices, 13.50% at school/university and 12% at library.

The Causes Which the Samples Selected to Read at the Abovementioned Places.
Number of Sample

Percentage

1. Convenience

72

36.00

2. Limited Time

34

17.00

Cause
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Table 4.10.

The Causes Which the Samples Selected to Read at the Abovementioned Places. (Continued)

Cause

Number of Sample

Percentage

3. Without Cost

38

18.00

4. Provide Various Newspapers

30

15.00

5. Have Other Service for Receiving News

21

10.50

5

2.50

200

100.00

6. Other
Total

Table 4 .10: The cause, which samples select to read the newspapers at those places
because of convenience at 36% followed without cost of buying newspaper, limited
time and variety of newspapers at 18%, 17% and 15% respectively.

Table 4.11. The Newspaper Which Is Most Popular for the Samples.
Newspaper

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. Thairat

56

28.00

2. Dali News

34

17.00

3. Puchatkarn

29

14.50

4. Krungthep Durakij

17

8.50

5. Matichon

21

10.50

6. Kao Sod

12

6.00

7. Thai Post

21

10.50

8. Baan Muang Wikroh

7

3.50
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Table 4.11. The Newspaper Which Is Most Popular for the Samples. (Continued)
Newspaper

Number of Sample

Percentage

3

1.50

200

100.00

9. Other
Total

Table 4.11: Thairat is the most popular newspaper, its percentage is 28%, followed by
Daily News, Puchatkarn, Matichon and ThaiPost or 17%, 14.50% and 10.50%
respectively.

Table 4.12. The Number and Percentage of the Samples Who Was Distributed by Type
of News.
Type of News

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. Politics

35

17.50

2. Crime

29

14.50

3. Agriculture

9

4.50

4. Sport

15

7.50

5. Economics/Business

22

11.00

6. Entertainment

31

15.50

7. Technology/Computer

3

1.50

8. Article

7

3.50

9. Advertisement

17

8.50

10. Novel

30

15.00

11. Other

2

1.00
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Table 4.12. The Number and Percentage of the Samples Who Was Distributed by Type
ofNews. (Continued)
Type of News
Total

Number of Sample

Percentage

200

100.00

Table 4.12: Samples usually read politics which are 17.50% followed by entertainment,
novel and criminal or 15.50%,15% and 14.50% respectively.

Table 4.13. Time Spending for Reading Newspaper (Average).
Time Spending for Reading Newspaper

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. < 30 Minutes/Day

64

32.00

2. 30-60 Minutes/Day

75

37.50

3. 31 - 1. 5 Hours/Day

25

12.50

4. 1. 5 - 2 Hours/Day

20

10.00

5. > 2Hours

16

8.00

200

100.00

Total

Table 4.13: The most samples read newspapers for 30-60 minutes/day or 37.50%,
followed by below 30 minutes/day, 1-1.5 hours/day and 1.5-2 hours/day or 32%, 12.5%
and 10% respectively.
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Table 4.14. Frequency of Reading Newspaper by Average.
Frequency of Reading Newspaper

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. > 1 Time /Day

19

9.50

2. 1 Time/Day

82

41.00

3. 5 - 6 Times/Week

39

19.50

4. 3 - 4 Times/Week

30

15.00

5. 2 - 3 Times/Month

17

8.50

6. 1 Time/Week

8

4.00

7. > 1 Time/Week

5

2.50

200

100.00

Total

Table 4.14: Most samples usually read newspaper only one time/day at 41%, followed
by 5-6 times/week, 3-4 times/week and 1-2 times/week or 19.50%, 15% and 9.50%
respectively.

Table 4.15. The Number of Newspaper Which the Samples Have Read.
Number of Newspaper

Number of Sample

Percentage

1. 1 Newspaper/Day

66

33.00

2. 2 - 3 Newspapers/Day

47

23.50

3. 4 - 5 Newspapers/Week

29

14.50

4. > 5 Newspapers/Week

40

20.00

5. 2 - 3 Newspapers/Month

12

6.00

6. 1 Newspaper/Month

6

3.00
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Table 4.16. Mean and Standard Deviation of Marketing Mix Which Affect a Decision
Making of Buying Newspaper. (Continued)
Mean

Item Marketing Mix

S.D.

Level of
Comment

Product Mix
6

Newspaper, which deeply presents m the 2.31

0.97

Weakly agree

1.10

Neutral

specific type of news, is more popular than
the newspaper, which presents all types of
news.
7

You like to read the newspaper, which has a 3.22
good format with colorful, interesting, and
easily read.
Price Mix

8

Current price is suitable.

3.41

0.85

Neutral

9

Although the newspaper, which you like to 2.49

0.45

Neutral

0.69

Strongly agree

0.93

Neutral

0.97

Neutral

read, raises the price, you still buy it.
10

Price of Quality Newspaper should be equal 3. 78
to the Popular Newspaper.

11

Competition among newspaper and other 2.67
media make the price cheaper and the
consumer will read more.
Distribution Mix

12

You think that the newspaper, which you 2. 79
usually read, is difficult to buy or have a few
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Table 4.16. Mean and Standard Deviation of Marketing Mix Which Affect a Decision
Making of Buying Newspaper. (Continued)

Item

Mean

Marketing Mix

S.D.

Level of
Comment

Distributors.
13

You think that convenience store or gas 3.43

1.11

Neutral

0.78

Strongly agree

0.97

Neutral

1.21

Neutral

0.88

Neutral

station should sell the latest newspaper.
14

You think that it should have more 3.67
distribution channels in the community.

Promotion Mix
15

Promotion with activities such as voting, 2.91
question,

competition as

factor

which

affected the decision making of buying
newspaper.
16

Promotion such as premium, discount for 3 .21
monthly order as factor which affected the
decision making of buying newspaper.

17

You are interested in the newspaper, which 2.55
presents news or name of newspaper
through radio, television and internet or
producer and

distributor

advertise

newspaper
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Table 4.16. Mean and Standard Deviation of Marketing Mix Which Affect a Decision
Making of Buying Newspaper. (Continued)
Item

Marketing Mix

Mean

S.D.

Level of
Comment

18

The selected newspaper has a business 2.32

0.91

Weakly agree

0.71

Neutral

through media such as Puchatkarn Raiwan
and Krungthep Dhurakij which make you by
that newspaper.
Total

3.21

Table 4 .16: Marketing Mix moderately affects decision making of buying newspaper
which the mean equals to 3 .21. News presentation with correct direction mostly affects
decision making of buying newspapers, its mean equals to 4.15. The next ranks are full

-

-

of content (x = 4.01) and should have more distributions to communities (x = 3.67). The
last order is newspaper which deeply presents in specific news would be more popular

-

than general presentation (x = 2.31 ).

Table 4.17. Mean and S.D. of Marketing Mix Which Affects Decision Making of
Buying Newspaper Distributed by Types of Marketing Mix.
Item

Marketing Mix

Mean

S.D.

Level of
Comment

1

Product Mix

3.37

0.97

Neutral

2

Price Mix

3.24

1.12

Neutral

3

Place Mix

3.18

0.83

Neutral

4

Promotion Mix

2.78

0.98

Neutral
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Table 4 .17. Mean and S.D. of Marketing Mix Which Affects Decision Making of
Buying Newspaper Distributed by Types of Marketing Mix. (Continued)
Item I Marketing Mix

Mean

S.D.

Level of Comment

Total

3.21

0.71

Neutral

Table 4.17: Product mix mostly affects decision making of buying newspaper (x =
3.37) and the last one is promotion mix (x = 2.78).
Results ofHypothesis Test
Hypothesis 1: Education as the factor affects a decision making of buying newspaper is
used to find out. Cross-tab is used to find out correlation of education level and Chisquare selective types of newspaper from consumer in Bangkok.
Hypothesis:

Ho : µ

=

0 (Education level has not correlated with types of newspaper)

H1 :µ D 0 (Education level has correlated with types of newspaper)

a value=0.05
If the significant value is within the Rejected Ho area, H1 is accepted that level of

education have related with type of newspaper. If the significant value is more than a
value which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is accepted or H1 is rejected/if the
significant value is less than a value which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is reject and
H1 is accepted.
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Table 4.18. Correlation of Education Level and Types of Newspaper.

Type of Newspaper
Level

of Quantity Quality Semi-quantity &

Education

Newspaper

Newspaper

Total

Semi-Quality
Newspaper

L

< Secondary 19

3

9

31

(9.68)

(29.03)

(15.50)

2.Secondary 21

5

12

38

School N ocational (55.26)

(13.16)

(31.58)

(19.00)

3. Diploma/Higher 14

9

13

36

Vocational School

(25.00)

(36.11)

(18.00)

4.Bachelor's 20

14

30

66

Degree

(24.24)

(45.46)

(33.00)

15

6

29

(27.59)

(51.72)

(20.69)

(14.50)

82

48

70

200

(41.00)

(27.00)

(32.00)

(100.00

School

(61.29)

School.

5.

(38.89)

(30.30)

> Bachelor's 8

Degree

Total

)

x -•/,

11.342

df -- 4

Sig. -- .002

Table 4.18: The significant value equals to 0.02 which less than o: value (0.05), it means
that Ho is rejected, H1 is accepted. Education level has correlated with types of
newspaper at 0. 05 level of significance. Therefore, the hypothesis is retained.
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Hypothesis 2: Different genders have different factors affecting a decision of buying
newspaper.
Mean, S.D. and T-test are used in analysis. This hypothesis has applied Two
Independent T-Test because it is a test for 2 groups of sample means, which unrelated.
Hypothesis:

Ho: µ 1 === µ 2 (Gender have not affects to decision making of buying newspaper)
H1 :µ1 D µ2 (Gender have affects to decision making of buying newspaper)

a value===0.05
If the significant value is within the Rejected Ho area, H1 is accepted that gender
affects to the newspapers buying. If the significant value is more than a value which
equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is accepted or H1 is rejected/if the significant value is
less than a value which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is reject and H1 is accepted.

Table 4.19. Comparing with Different Factors Which Affect a Decision Making of
Buying Newspapers Distributed by Gender.
Gender

No. of Sample

Mean

S.D.

t

Sig.

Male

97

3.27

.98

7.76

.06

Female

103

2.97

1.04

Level of Significance 0.05

Table 4.19: The significant value (0.06) is more than a value (0.05). It mean that Ho is
accepted. Gender is not factors that affects to decision making of buying newspaper.
Hypothesis 3: Different ages have different factors affecting decision making of buying
newspaper.
One way ANOVA is used to analyze the differences between factors affected decision
making of buying newspaper and ages. This hypothesis has applied One way ANOVA
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because this hypothesis is a test for more than 2 groups of sample means, which has
only one independent variable (Age).
Hypothesis:

Ho: µi = µ2 (Age have not affects to the newspapers buying)
H 1 :µ1 D µ2 (Age have affects to the newspapers buying)

a value=0.05
If the significant value is within the Rejected Ho area, Hi is accepted, it means that
age affects to the newspapers buying. If the significant value is more than a value
which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is accepted or Hi is rejected/if the significant
value is less than a value which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is reject and Hi is
accepted.

Table 4.20. ANOVA for Testing Different Factors, Which Affects a Decision Making
of Buying Newspapers Distributed by Ages.
Source of Variance

df

SS

MS

F

Sig.

Difference between group

4

2.82

.40

7.16

.03*

Difference within group

195

31.96

6.21

Total

199

33.96

Level of Significance 0.05

Table 4.20: The significant value equals to 0.03 which less than a. value (0.05), it means
that Ho is rejected, Hi is accepted. Therefore, age affects the newspapers buying at 0.05
level of significance. The hypothesis is retained.
Hypothesis 4: Different occupations have different factors affecting decision making of
buying behavior in different ways.
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ANOVA is used in the analysis of differences between factors affecting a decision
making of buying newspaper and occupation. This hypothesis has applied One way
ANOVA because this hypothesis is a test for more than 2 groups of sample means,
which has only one independent variable (Occupation).
Hypothesis:
Ho: µi

=µ 2 (Occupation have not affects to the newspapers buying)

H1 :µi D µ 2 (Occupation have affects to the newspapers buying)

a value=0.05
If the significant value is within the Rejected Ho area, H1 is accepted, it means that

age affects to the newspapers buying. If the significant value is more than a value
which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is accepted or H1 is rejected/if the significant
value is less than a value which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is reject and H1 is
accepted.

Table 4.21. ANOVA for Testing Different Factors Affecting a Decision Making of
Buying Newspaper Distributed by Occupation.
Source of Variance

df

SS

MS

F

Sig.

Difference between group

4

2.77

.52

5.62

0.04*

Difference within group

195

32.12

7.13

Total

199

33.87

Level of Significance 0.05

Table 4.21: The significant value equals to 0.04 which less than a value (0.05), it means
that Ho is rejected, H1 is accepted. Therefore, Different occupations have different
factors affecting decision making of buying newspaper at 0. 05 level of significance. The
hypothesis is retained.
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Hypothesis 5: Different education levels have different factors affecting a decision
making of buying newspaper in different ways.
ANOVA is used in the analysis of differences between factors affecting a decision
making of buying newspaper and education. This hypothesis has applied One way
ANOVA because this hypothesis is a test for more than 2 groups of sample means,
which has only one independent variable (Education).
Hypothesis:
Ho : µi

=

µ 2 (Education have not affects to the newspapers buying)

Hi :µi O µz (Education have affects to the newspapers buying)
a value==0.05

If the significant value is within the Rejected Ho area, H1 is accepted, it means that
age affects to the newspapers buying. If the significant value is more than a value
which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is accepted or H1 is rejected/if the significant
value is less than a value which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is reject and H1 is
accepted.

Table 4.22. ANOVA for Testing Different Factors Affected a Decision Making of
Buying Newspaper Distributed by Level of Education.
Source of Variance

df

SS

MS

F

Sig.

Difference between group

4

3.87

.33

8.24

0.01*

Difference within group

195

34.19

7.47

Total

199

38.38

Level of Significance 0.05

Table 4.22: The significant value equals to 0.01 which less than a value (0.05), it means
that Ho is rejected, Hi is accepted. Consumer, who have different levels of education
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have different factors affecting decision making of buying newspaper at 0.05 level of
significance. Therefore, the hypothesis is retained.
Hypothesis 6: Different levels of income have different factors affecting a decision
making of buying newspaper in different ways.
ANOVA is used in the analysis of differences between factors affecting a decision
making of buying newspaper and income. This hypothesis has applied One way
ANOVA because this hypothesis is a test for more than 2 groups of sample means,
which has only one independent variable (Income).
Hypothesis:

Ho: µ1 = µ2 (Income have not affects to the newspapers buying)
H1: µ1 D µ2 (Income have affects to the newspapers buying)
a. value=0.05
If the significant value is within the Rejected Ho area, H1 is accepted, it means that

age affects to the newspapers buying. If the significant value is more than a. value
which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is accepted or H1 is rejected/if the significant
value is less than a. value which equals to 0.05, it means that Ho is reject and H1 is
accepted.

Table 4.23. ANOVA for Testing Different Factors Affected a Decision Making of
Buying Newspapers Distributed by Income.
Source of Variance

df

SS

MS

F

Sig.

Difference between group

5

3.34

1.01

8.39

.07

Difference within group

194

34.54

8.62

Total

199

38.76
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Table 4.23: The significant value equals to 0.07 which more than a, value (0.05), it
means that H1 is rejected, Ho is accepted. Different levels of income have indifferent
factor affected a decision making of buying behavior. Therefore, the hypothesis is
rejected.
Results from Analyzing Questionnaire for Entrepreneurs
Mean and Standard Deviation are used in analysis of factors which affecting newspaper
business.

Table 4.24. Mean and Standard Deviation of Factors Affecting Newspaper Business.
Factor Affecting Newspaper Business

Mean

S.D.

Level of
Comment

1

Quality of newspaper affects the quantity 3.55

0.79

Neutral

0.98

Strongly agree

1.21

Neutral

buying 3.33

1.09

Neutral

You agree that presenting news through 2.67

1.14

Neutral

0.89

Neutral

of distribution.
2

Pattern, colors of printing news in the 3.78
newspaper make you are more interested
in.

3

Variety of presented news affect the 2.99
decision making of buying newspaper.

4

Brand of newspaper affects
decision-making.

5

other media, such as radio, TV, internet,
takes

disadvantage

for

newspaper

business.
6

Competition with other media makes sale
78

2.30

Table 4.24. Mean and Standard Deviation of Factors Affecting Newspaper Business.
(Continued)
Factor Affecting Newspaper Business

Mean

S.D.

Level of
Comment

of newspaper decrease.

7

2.41

0.89

Neutral

Variety of newspapers affect the buying 2.22

1.30

Weakly agree

3.01

1.11

Neutral

the 3.24

0.98

Neutral

newspaper 2.11

0.97

Weakly agree

1.11

Weakly agree

0.78

Neutral

0.98

Neutral

1.20

Neutral

Price of newspaper will cheaper if this
business has more marketing competitors.

8

decision making.
9

Price affects the sales quantity

10

Convenience to

buy

influences

buying decision making.
11

Because

of

various

distributions make price of newspaper
cheaper.
12

Distribution of newspaper still narrows 2.33
became of small market of newspaper.

13

The sale of newspaper is higher when 3.41
you have more promotion.

14

Advertisement of newspaper business is 3.37
limited, so sale of newspaper is specified
only one group of consumer.

Total

3.05
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(2)

Comment and suggestions regarding trend of newspaper business and
business expansion in full cycle and inter-media.
(a)

Market Penetration: Entrepreneurs try to increase sales volume by
penetrating more new markets, opening more book stores with quality
personnel and effective instruments, for instances: Mathichon Group
distributes both daily and every 3 days newspapers in order to serve
the most of readers, Krungthep Dhurakij expands to distribute weekly
newspapers, Than Settakij distributes Young Executive and etc.

(b)

Marketing Development: Methods to increase sales volume are
presently used to expand to new markets.

(c)

Product Development: It is used increase sales volume by developing
new products or improving existing products.

( d)

Product Expansion or Business Expansion: Movement to expand more
new business such as program provision on radio broadcasting or new
businesses which are unrelated to the existing business such as some
newspapers enter to real estate business which have rental office or
sponsoring of sport competition, and etc.

(e)

Price Strategy: There is less price competition in this business but
price strategy is still used to increase revenue and competitor's
avoidance. For example: Than Settajik adjusted its price from 6 bahts
to 8 bahts but then faced with higher cost of paper therefore, it
increased to 10 bahts in competitor avoidance; the Prachachat
Dhurakij which distributes every 3 days newspaper.

(f)

Distribution Strategy: Distribution as the way to spread newspaper to
customers with limited time therefore, it must be efficient, effective
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and saved distribution. The popular methods are self-distribution and
appointing independent organization to distribute such as bundle,
representative, members, retail store and distributing companies.
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V.

RESEARCH SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Research Summary
The research on "The Factors Affecting the Growth of Newspaper Business" is a
descriptive research which its objectives are to study consumer behavior of mass
communication, acceptance, factors affecting consumer's decision making of buying
newspaper, newspaper business and factors affecting the growth of newspaper business
by using questionnaires. Questionnaire an instrument for collecting data from 200
consumers in Bangkok who bought newspapers and 50 entrepreneurs in Bangkok. The
research results are concluded as follows:
5.1

The Results Collected from Questionnaire for Consumers

Analysis of Personal Factors Results
Most samples are female whose ages are between 21-30, 31-40 and below
21 respectively. Most of them are employed by private companies, followed by
government/state enterprise officers and student respectively. Most samples
earned bachelor's degree, followed by Secondary School/Vocational School and
Diploma/High Vocational School. Income mostly falls in range of less than
10,000, 10,001-20,000 and 20,001-30,000 respectively.
Results of Mass Communication Acceptance Analysis
Majorities know newspapers and regularly read, from their friends, followed
by families/relatives and school/office respectively. Most newspapers which are
Popular Newspaper such as Thairat, Daily News, etc., and followed by Semi
Popular and Semi Quality Newspaper such as Matichon, Banne Muang Vikroh
and etc., and Quality Newspaper such as Puchat Karn, Krungthep Dhurakij and
etc.
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Samples mostly are newspaper members, followed by consumers buying at
convenience store and book store respectively. Popular place in reading
newspaper is home/resident, followed by office, school and library because most
of them think that they are convenient places, second is free of charge, third is
time limit and the last one is there are many newspapers.
Popular newspaper is Thairat, followed by Daily News,

Puchatk~

Matichon and Thaipost. Politics is the most interesting articles, followed by
entertainment, novel and criminal. Most time spent in for reading is around 30-60
minutes/day followed by less than 30 minutes/day and 1-1.5 hours/day
respectively.
Sample group mostly read only one newspaper during weekdays, followed
by 2-3 newspapers/day and 3-4 newspapers/week. Regarding frequency of
reading, sample usually had only one time a day, followed by 5-6 times/week and
3-4 times/week respectively.
Results of Marketing Mix Analysis to Decision Making of Buying Newspapers
Overall view, marketing mix affecting the decision making of buying

newspaper in the moderate level (x = 3.21). Newspaper has to present right and
suitable news, it is the most important factor affecting the decision making (x =
4.15), the next factors is newspaper with full of content (x = 3.67). Finally,
newspaper has to present specified topic which is more popular than present all
topics.
Product Mix affects the decision making of buying newspaper in the highest
level (x = 3 .37) and Promotion Mix is the lowest level (x = 2. 78) which affects
decision making.
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Hypothesis Test

Hypothesis 1:
Education of consumers and staff is factor affecting decision making relative to
type of newspaper.
Hypothesis test:
Level of education is correlated with the selection of reading newspaper. There is
correlation between level of education and the selection of reading newspaper.
Hypothesis 2:
Gender is not the factors affecting the decision making of buying newspaper.
(Table 4.19) Gender of customer and staff is not the factor affecting decision
making relative to buying newspaper.
Hypothesis 3:
People with different ages have different factors affecting the decision making of
buying newspaper. (Table 4.20) Different ages of customers and staff affect
decision making relative to buying newspaper.
Hypothesis 4:
Different occupations have different factors affecting the decision making of
buying newspaper. (Table 4.21) Different occupation of customer and staff affect
decision making relative to buying newspaper.
Hypothesis 5:
Consumers with different levels of education have different factors affecting the
decision making of buying newspaper. (Table 4.22) Different education of
customers and staff affect decision making relative to buying newspaper.
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Hypothesis 6:
Different levels of income have different factors affecting the decision making of
buying newspaper. Different income of customer and newspaper staff affect
decision making relative to buying newspaper.

5.2

Results of Data Analysis from Questionnaire for Entrepreneurs
In general, factors affect newspaper business in the moderate level (x = 3.05).

-

Format & colorful presentation in the newspaper make consumer high interest (x =

-

3.78), Quality and promotion make high sales (x = 3.41). The last factor affects the

-

Newspaper business is various distributions make price of newspaper cheaper (x =
2.11).
For Marketing Mix, newspaper entrepreneurs comment that product mix includes
the decision making, format and content development to suit target market. Distribution
planning and membership is included in Place Mix. Promotion Mix referred to mass
selling (advertising), and sales promotion. Entrepreneurs do not concentrate on Price
Mix but newspaper should be set with suitable price.
Comments and Recommendation for Trend of Newspaper Business, Expansion of
Full Circuit Business and A Cross-Media Business.
(1)

Market Penetration: Try to increase sales by entering the new markets in
order to gain more readers and to expand more book activities with existing
personnel and equipment to achieve highest effectiveness.

(2)

Market Development: Method to increase sales, this business expands
through the new customers who have never been its customers.

(3)

Product Development: To increase sales by developing its product or
improve the existing product.
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(4)

Product or Business Expansion: Expansion to the new businesses such as
radio broadcasting, or running new businesses unrelated to this business
such as sponsor of sport competition, etc.

(5)

Price Strategy: This business is less price competition than the other
businesses but this strategy is applied for increasing income and
competitor's avoidance.

(6)

Distribution Strategy: Nowadays, this business is usually self-distributor or
setting an independent organization for distributing newspapers in order to
distribute them to consumers in shorter time.

5.3

Research Discussion

Levels of education are correlated with selection of reading newspaper. It means
levels of education is a factor affecting the selection of reading newspaper because
education makes people efficient knowledge-edged, ability in communication, seek for
news which are useful for their lives. Consumers are more interested in receiving news
with full content and suggestions than entertainment. All reasons make people with high
level of education will choose to read quality newspapers such as Puchatkarn and
Krungthep Dhurakij in higher proportion than low level of education.
Age is a personal factor, which affect about difference in selection of receiving
news through newspapers. Importance and benefits from reading newspapers, type of
wanted news and potential (knowledge and understanding) to receive news depend on
their ages.
In addition, the demographic factors; age, occupation and level of education as

factors of marketing mix, affect the decision making relative to buying newspaper.
Gender and income are not the factors of marketing mix, which affect the decision
making relative to buying newspaper. Ages cause difference of using marketing mix for
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decision making relative to buying newspapers because of different experiences and
wants. Younger people usually read popular newspaper. They like to buy newspapers
which are easy to buy with attractive promotion. However, elder people would like to
develop their perceive and experiences. They turn to read quality newspaper with full of
contents.
Occupation is a factor affecting the decision making relative to buying newspaper
which can be explained that occupations of readers cause difference in using marketing
mix because difference occupations make decision making different such as government
officers are usually interested in government movement. Self-employed are normally
interested in business which is useful in running business. These newspapers have the
higher price than the others but meet the interest of entrepreneurs. Students are
interested in entertainment and promotion.
Level of education is a factor affecting the decision making relative to buying
behavior. It means different levels of education cause the differences of marketing mix
relative to making decision because education increase people knowledge and ability in
communication and seek data which are useful for their lives.
Moreover, education creates a potential for reading Quality Newspaper. Article
attract high education seek for useful news. People with higher level of education
usually read quality newspaper because they earn high potential for perceiving news
with full content. This result is agreed with factors influencing behavior of selection
which Todd Hunt & Brent D. Ruken comment that personnel capability in specified
topic would influence them for selection of news acceptance.
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Recommendations
(1)

Younger people usually select to read popular newspaper. Therefore,
building a value and attitude to teenagers will make them receive more news
with full of content.

(2)

Samples with lower level of education choose to read popular newspaper
more than samples with higher level of education. It presents that education
develops people's skill and interest in receiving news. Therefore,
government should support people to have higher level of education.

(3)

Newspaper entrepreneur should check feed back of data presentation in
order to improve, add, and readjust their products. This method makes
newspaper higher quality.

5.5

Suggestion for the Next Research
(1)

This research has studied demographic factors, consumer's behavior of
news acceptance and marketing mix which affects the decision making
relative to buying newspaper. The results may be incomplete because of
lack of newspapers component analysis which is the factor affects the
decision making relative to buying newspaper. It helps in newspaper
business and newspaper development.

(2)

This research is restricted only consumers in Bangkok. Therefore, interested
person should study the comparison of newspaper reading between
consumers in Bangkok and upcountry. It might differentiate more on
behavior and factors affecting the selection of reading newspaper in
different area.
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